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Abstract 

In this research investigation, the author has presented a Novel Technique to Create a Positive or/ 

and Negative Time Beam. 

Theory 

One can note that one can create a Time Beam in the following fashion. Firstly using my research 

paper 'A Novel Bracket And Wave Equation Of Photon [1]' (available at www.philica.com and 

www.vixra.org) one can create a specifically designed wave equation of photon that can circulate 

in a specific fashion such that it produces anti-gravity. One can note Ronald L Mallet's paper  "The 

Gravitational Field Of A Circulating Light Beam [2]" to find the necessary type of Circulation 

Function of the Light that can achieve Negative Gravitational Field that can counter Gravity. 

Furthermore, my aforementioned research paper can be used to find the appropriate frequency of 

the Wave Function of the photon to be used in the Aryabhatta Bracket detailed in the paper such 

that such the desired Circulation Function is achieved. Such an Ant-Gravity Beam is synonymous 

to Reverse Time Beam. Similarly, one can create a Positive Time Beam (that takes us into Future)  

by creating Positive additional Gravity field. 

For the creation of additional positive gravity by way of a specific circulation function of light, we 

need to consider engineering light of special kind of a frequency higher than that  of light which can 

be achieved by evolving (see my latest theory of evolution and primality engineering, also at the 

aforementioned references) light primality as orthogonal overgrowth and orthogonal to orthogonal 

overgrowth and so on so forth for at least 6 times and finding the wave function of such light (using 

my paper [1]), more specifically finding the frequency to be used in the Aryabhatta bracket to 



achieve the desired circulation of light characteristic of the light kind that can produce additional 

positive gravity. Again, using the same thusly evolved Light but achieving the reverse Circulation 

function helps us create a Negative Time Beam that takes us into the Past. 
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